The new perspective
for your floor

The world
at your feet

The warmth of the sun, desert sand, clarity
and mystery – experience the worlds
of COELAN®.
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Fascinating beautiful floors.
For special living

spaces.

Creativity
for wellness

Discover the possibilities of design
with our product variety

04-05 | Introduction

Australia
Alaska

Premium product characteristics
and colour combinations create exciting floors

Interiors
Discover new floor ambiance for interior spaces
Floor coverings influence our feelings and moods. Consequently, individual design with choice of
colours and patterns is crucial for a feeling of well-being in rooms. Combination gives unbound possibilities and free rein to creativity.
Through frequent daily use, floors are the most stressed areas of a building, but are often neglected for
decades and their influence on ambiance fades. Premium product quality and characteristics tailored
by specific user requirements are therefore crucial for optimum performance and long term appeal.
Abrasion, wear and slip-resistance are key performance characteristics for accurate selection of the
right system. Whilst colour, texture and shape provide choice and individual expression. The spectrum
of opportunity spans from industrial floors to secondary rooms, to living rooms and work rooms.
We offer you a flooring ambiance with long-lasting appeal. Enrich your life with a Coelan Floor.

Introduction

Atlantis

Africa

Enjoy serene moments in harmoniously designed
outdoor areas with quality floors

Outdoor areas
Experience the special floor feeling in outdoor areas
Balconies and terraces are places of tranquility and rejuvenation. This is where we can sit back and
escape from the daily routine for precious moments. Here an individual design and long floor service
life are the crucial factors for our well-being.
As well as supporting activity and use, outdoor areas are heavily stressed day by day, year by year
through exposure to sun, rain, snow and ice, as well as constant temperature fluctuations. Signs of
stress manifest through the formation of cracks and crazing in floor coating, often at joints. This leads
to moisture ingress which quickly spreads through the underlying screed leading to vapour pressure
and frost heave forces. The result is spalling of the screed base and increasing levels of blistering and
delamination of the coating system. Clearly the selection of the right floor is crucial. Our selection
of coating systems for outdoor areas offers high-quality products that can withstand any weather
influences.
In addition to product quality, colours and shapes are also determining factors for a harmonious
design. Create tranquil areas with a look that guarantees wellness and thus provides possibilities for
living a relaxed and balanced life.
We enable you to design special places under the open sky that will be a source of satisfaction to you
for years to come.

Introduction

Australia
at your feet
Tracks in the sand, red cliffs at sundown.
Unending expanses offer views rich in
contrast. Australia, the adventure of the
wilderness.

Australia

Alaska

Africa

Atlantis

The new perspective
for your floor

With COELAN® Colour Flakes you can take Australian
landscapes home. Set accents and combine coloured
coatings with 16 different types of Colour Flakes.
Whether single-colour, mixed colours, extremely fine,
fine or coarse, with marble, terrazzo, or gemstone
effect, scattered partial surface or full surface –
there are no limits to your fantasy
Discover the new floor feeling.

COELAN®

08-09 | Australia

Glow-red

Soil-orange
Colour Flake terraz zo pastel no. 357

Colour Flake ruby no. 342

For your interiors
We offer products for different interior spaces. Our floors are used in private living rooms and
work rooms, and in highly stressed industrial environments. The products are persuasive
through their high-quality technical features. The new colour worlds allow individual design.

COEPLAN 2-K Poured Coating PLUS
COEPLAN 2-K Poured Coating PLUS, based on polyurethane resins, with or without sealer,
with or without scattered Colour Flakes; our flooring systems are used in the highly stressed
and creative design area. You can always rely on the right product for the technical features.

Glow-red sunlight illuminates the room
For unforgettable moments.

Technical data
Can be used as a rolled coating, unfilled coating, or filled coating

Low-solvent

Stress-resistant

Abrasion-resistant

Resistant to chemicals

Slip-resistance can be adjusted to suit

Can be combined with 16 grades of Colour Flakes

Features

Wine-red
Colour Flake beige red no. 354

We developed the COETRANS® coating system more than 25 years ago for balconies and
terraces, arbours, and outdoor stairs. Now with the new colour worlds you create outdoor
areas to meet your desires and ideas.

COETRANS®
These coating systems are manufactured on the basis of polyurethane resins and have all
the characteristics to satisfy the rigorous requirements imposed on outdoor areas.

Technical data
Non-fading

Weather-resistant

Fascinating colours are reflected in the air.

Elastic

Crack-bridging (to 2 mm)

Jointless installation is possible

Temperature-resistant (– 40 °C to + 90 °C)

Low installation height

Can be combined with 16 grades of Colour Flakes

Features

Time to linger.

Australia at your feet

For your outdoor areas

Alaska
at your feet
Pure air, cold shadows and glistening
light. A fast wind drives clouds across
an ice-gray sky. Alaska, the clarity
of the north.

Australia

Alaska

Africa

Atlantis

The new perspective
for your floor

Integrate traces of Alaska in your rooms –
with COELAN® Colour Flakes. Set accents and combine coloured coatings with 16 different types of
Colour Flakes.
Whether single-colour, mixed colours, extremely
fine, fine or coarse, with marble, terrazzo, or
gemstone effect, scattered partial surface or full
surface – there are no limits to your fantasy.
Discover the new floor feeling.

COELAN®

12-13 | Alaska

Ice-grey

Fog-grey

Colour Flake akoya no. 74 4

Colour Flake silver- grey no. 745

For your interiors
We offer products for different interior spaces. Our floors are used in private living rooms and
work rooms, and in highly stressed industrial environments. The products are persuasive
through their high-quality technical features. The new colour worlds allow individual design.
COEPLAN 2-K Poured Coating Plus
COEPLAN 2-K Poured Coating PLUS, based on polyurethane resins, with or without sealer,
with or without scattered Colour Flakes; our flooring systems are used in the highly stressed
and creative design area. You can always rely on the right product for the required technical
features.

Cool elements bring clarity into rooms.
For undisturbed moments..

Technical data
Can be used as a rolled coating, unfilled coating, or filled coating

Low-solvent

Stress-resistant

Abrasion-resistant

Resistant to chemicals

Slip-resistance can be adjusted to suit

Can be combined with 16 grades of Colour Flakes

Features

Rock-grey

For your outdoor areas
We developed the COETRANS® coating system more than 25 years ago for balconies and
terraces, arbours, and outdoor stairs. Now with the new colour worlds you create outdoor
areas to meet your desires and ideas.

COETRANS®
These coating systems are manufactured on the basis of polyurethane resins and have all
the characteristics to satisfy the rigorous requirements imposed on outdoor areas.

Technical data
Non-fading

Weather-resistant

Light colouring illuminates the environment.
For radiant memories.

Elastic

Crack-bridging (to 2 mm)

Jointless installation is possible

Temperature-resistant (– 40 °C to + 90 °C)

Low installation height

Can be combined with 16 grades of Colour Flakes

Features

Alaska at your feet

Colour Flake (coarse) grey no. 006

Africa
at your feet
Dry ground, hot air, shimmering
grassland. Wild animals make us
aware of primeval nature. Africa,
the force of life.
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Alaska

Africa

Atlantis

The new perspective
for your floor

COELAN® Colour Flakes bring African moments into
the house. Set accents and combine the coloured
coatings with 16 different Colour Flakes that can
be implemented individually.
Whether single-colour, mixed colours, extremely fine,
fine or coarse, with marble, terrazzo, or gemstone
effect, scattered partial surface or full surface – there
are no limits to your fantasy.
Discover the new floor feeling.

COELAN®

16 -17 | Africa

Ivory-beige

Sahara-beige

Colour Flake amber no. 152

Colour Flake beige -brown no. 104

For your interiors
We offer products for different interior spaces. Our floors are used in private living rooms and
work rooms, and in highly stressed industrial environments. The products are persuasive
through their high-quality technical features. The new colour worlds allow individual design.

COEPLAN 2-K Poured Coating Plus
COEPLAN 2-K Poured Coating PLUS, based on polyurethane resins, with or without sealer,
with or without scattered Colour Flakes; our flooring systems are used in the highly stressed
and creative design area. You can always rely on the right product for the technical features.

Earthy colours conjure soft light into the room.
Time to let

Technical data
Can be used as a rolled coating, unfilled coating, or filled coating

Low-solvent

Stress-resistant

Abrasion-resistant

Resistant to chemicals

Slip-resistance can be adjusted to suit

Can be combined with 16 grades of Colour Flakes

Features

go.

Coffee-brown
Colour Flake brown- grey no. 103

We developed the COETRANS® coating system more than 25 years ago for balconies and
terraces, arbours, and outdoor stairs. Now with the new colour worlds you create outdoor
areas to meet your desires and ideas.

COETRANS®
These coating systems are manufactured on the basis of polyurethane resins and have all
the characteristics to satisfy the rigorous requirements imposed on outdoor areas.

Technical data
Non-fading

Weather-resistant

Elastic

Warm colours awaken the floor to life.
For intensive sensibility.

Crack-bridging (to 2 mm)

Jointless installation is possible

Temperature-resistant (– 40 °C to + 90 °C)

Low installation height

Can be combined with 16 grades of Colour Flakes

Features

Africa at your feet

For your outdoor areas

Atlantis
at your feet
Sunken city, the buried wonder.
In the darkness of the sea lie mysterious longings and dreams.
Atlantis, the world of deep secrets.

Australia

Alaska

Africa

Atlantis

The new perspective
for your floor

With COELAN® Colour Flakes Atlantis emerges at
your home. Set accents and combine coloured
coatings with 16 different types of Colour Flakes.
Whether single-colour, mixed colours, extremely fine,
fine or coarse, with marble, terrazzo, or gemstone
effect, scattered partial surface or full surface – there
are no limits to your fantasy.
Discover the new floor feeling.

COELAN®

20-21 | Atlantis

Shell-white

Ocean-green

Colour Flake beige -melange no. 121

Colour Flake aqua marin no. 538

For your interiors
We offer products for different interior spaces. Our floors are used in private living rooms
and work rooms, and in highly stressed industrial environments. The products are persuasive
through their high-quality technical features. The new colour worlds allow individual design.

COEPLAN 2-K Poured Coating Plus
COEPLAN 2-K Poured Coating PLUS, based on polyurethane resins, with or without sealer,
with or without scattered Colour Flakes; our flooring systems are used in the highly stressed
and creative design area. You can always rely on the right product for the required technical
features.

Ocean colours create ambience in the room.
Space to dream.
Technical data
Can be used as a rolled coating, unfilled coating, or filled coating

Low-solvent

Stress-resistant

Abrasion-resistant

Resistant to chemicals

Slip-resistance can be adjusted to suit

Can be combined with 16 grades of Colour Flakes

Features

Deep-sea-black

For your outdoor areas
We developed the COETRANS® coating system more than 25 years ago for balconies and
terraces, arbours, and outdoor stairs. Now with the new colour worlds you create outdoor
areas to meet your desires and ideas.

COETRANS®
These coating systems are manufactured on the basis of polyurethane resins and have all
the characteristics to satisfy the rigorous requirements imposed on outdoor areas.

Technical data
Non-fading

Weather-resistant

Elastic

Rushing shadows enliven the environment.
For moving moments.

Crack-bridging (to 2 mm)

Jointless installation is possible

Temperature-resistant (– 40 °C to + 90 °C)

Low installation height

Can be combined with 16 grades of Colour Flakes

Features

Atlantis at your feet

Colour Flake granite no. 959

Natural stone
at your feet
Original stone on which we stand.
Its naturalness creates clarity and
precision. Natural stone provides
paths to serenity.

Sandstone

Natural stone

Coloured Quartz

The new perspective
for your floor

Nature and contrast: The extensive colour variety of
natural sandstone enables free design space for all
floors. Single colours, offset with motifs, and multicolour contrast mixtures show the harmonious,
multi-faceted interplay of the individual stones.
Taste and style are presented here.
Discover the new floor feeling.

COELAN®

24-25 | Natural stone

Contrast terra

green

white

white

rosé

Contrast bordeaux

For your interiors
High-quality polyurethane resins combined with natural stone, (2 – 4 mm grain) bring
optimal product characteristics and many design possibilities together. DEKORSTONE DS
is the optimal choice for indoor areas such as stairways and also for larger surfaces.

DEKORSTONE DS
Our low-solvent product can be installed with minimal installation height. The high-level
stress-resistance and slip-resistance, as well as the fire classification, are additional product
advantages. DEKORSTONE DS is also available for rooms with underfloor heating.

Natural elements enrich rooms.
For formative impressions.
Technical data
Non-fading

Low-solvent

Jointless installation

Slip-resistance classification R9

Stress-resistant

Suitable for underfloor heating

Low installation height

Features

Contrast brown

black

dark-beige

brown

Contrast black

Contrast terra

light-gray

light-gray

Contrast sienna

For your outdoor areas
Rounded marble and granite granulates are compounded with primer, sealing layer, and
binder to form a mortar system. COETRANS® DS is a near-natural product for outdoor areas
such as balconies, terraces, arbours, stairs.

COETRANS® DS
Product characteristics such as, light-resistance, weather-resistance, and temperature resistance and the slip-resistance classification make COETRANS® DS an outstanding covering for
outdoor areas. In addition it is capable of withstanding high stress and it has an advantageous drainage effect.

Technical data
Non-fading

Weather-resistant

Temperature-resistant (– 40 °C bis + 90 °C)

Jointless installation

Slip-resistance classification R9

High stressability

Drainage effect

Strong effects move the floor.
Time for nature.

Features

Coloured Quartz
at your feet
Smooth quartz in all colours, warm
shades. Fascinating combinations
shimmer before our eyes. Coloured
Quartz brings emotion to light.

Sandstone

Natural stone

Coloured Quartz

The new perspective
for your floor

Design and variety: the different colours and colour
blends of the Coloured Quartz make it possible to
mix patterns and motifs as desired. The most rigorous requirements imposed on quality and creativity
are satisfied, both with the mortar covering and with
the scatter application. Thus custom room design
takes on a new dimension.
Discover the new floor feeling.

COELAN®

28-29 | Coloured Quartz

ochre

papyrus

umbra

oxide / graphite / ivory

yellow / white / black

oxide

For your interiors
Our product, DEKORSTONE CQ, is a mortar system that consists of binder and Coloured
Quartz; grading curve 0.7 to 1.2 mm. DEKORSTONE CQ off ers ideal prerequisites for coloured,
unusual design of interior spaces.

DEKORSTONE CQ
Naturally low-solvent DEKORSTONE CQ can be implemented in all indoor areas. High
stressability at a low installation height, and the slip-resistance and fire classification perfect the system.

Shimmering light fills the room.
Time to sit

Technical data
Non-fading

Low-solvent

Jointless installation

Slip-resistance classification R10

Stress-resistant

Suitable for underfloor heating

Low installation height

Features

back.

gray / white / red

graphite

red / white / black

gray / white / black

agate

ivory

For your outdoor areas
COETRANS® CQ & DE is a mortar or scattering system comprised of primer, sealing layer,
binder or adhesive layer and Coloured Quartz. The combination of polyurethane resin with
Coloured Quartz, (grading curve 0.7 to 1.2 mm), make this system optimal for outdoor implementation.

COETRANS® CQ & DE
COETRANS® CQ & DE is an ideal product for outdoor stairs, balconies, terraces, and arbours,
thanks to its resistance to weather and temperature as well as the slip-resistance classification.
Jointless installation with simultaneous high stressability and the flexible look offered by two
installation variants make COETRANS® CQ & DE an optimal choice.

Technical data
Can be used as scatter application and mortar application

Non-fading

Weather-resistant

Temperature-resistant (– 40 °C bis + 90 °C)

Jointless installation

Slip-resistance classification R10

High stressability

Brilliant colour

combinations awaken the environment.
For emotional life.

Features

30-31 | General information

In addition to high-quality product systems COELAN® naturally offers
you comprehensive customer service. An extensive network of trained
specialised companies, as well as our employees in sales and technology
are pleased to help you.
In our own Training Center our partners and employees are trained and educated on a regular
basis. COELAN® maintains its own research and development department in which products
are tested and further developed on an ongoing basis.
Our company is certified and we assure the high quality of our products through DIN EN
ISO 9001 : 2008 and UM ISO 14001 : 2004

Curious? Give us a call!
Your COELAN® team
KEMPER SYSTEM GmbH & Co. KG
Holländische Straße 32-36
D-34246 Vellmar
Phone +49 (0)561 8295-0
Fax +49 (0)561 8295-10
post@kemper-system.com
www.kemper-system.com

KEMPER SYSTEM GmbH & Co. KG
Boschstraße 14-16
D-48653 Coesfeld
Phone +49 (0)2541 920-0
Fax +49 (0)2541 920-400
post@kemper-system.com
www.coelan.com

Please note that 100 % colour accuracy cannot be guaranteed due to printing techniques.
The information in this brochure does not claim to be complete. It does not replace our
more extensive instructions provided in our technical data sheets and processing instructions
for the application techniques and technical features of our products.
This technical information is provided as advice to the best of our knowledge. Because implementation conditions with which we are not familiar are conceivable, this advice is non
binding. In addition we reserve the right to make technical changes in the interest of progress.
Publication of this edition renders all previous technical information invalid. You can avail
yourself of our special technical application consulting for all questions. Agreements and
assurances always must be provided in writing. Consequently have oral promises confirmed
in writing. In all other aspects our delivery and payment terms apply.

The new perspective
for your floor

Perfect room

design.
With custom floors.

Alaska

Atlantis

